
Introduction 
The natural law tradition is one that often reduced to concerning those contained within the 
Christian religion and its contemporaries, but in fact encompasses the Ancient Greek and 
Roman traditions up to and including the economic school of law and post-modern 
assessments. As Mill wrote, “nature, natural and the group of words derived from them, or 
allied to them in etymology... have become entangled  in so many foreign associations, 
mostly of a very powerful and tenacious character... which their original meaning will by no 
means justify and which have made them one of the most copious sources of false taste, 
false philosophy, false morality and even bad law”1, thus regardless of how correct it is, 
natural law has, as one of its greatest weaknesses become tied to the idea of a 
primogenitor set of values that are often too easy to criticize - Platoʼs illustration of the 
Philosopher King and higher world of ideas, St. Thomas of Aquinasʼ belief in Godʼs laws of 
morality, Richard Posnerʼs use of the free market as the driving force for law and Jean-
Paul Sartreʼs belief in the self, all create a central and immutable set of presumptions that 
are far from infallible, all acting as objective moral and ethical standards based on the 
philosopherʼs own subjective beliefs and the prevailing ideas of their time. As a result, in 
removing all these different schools of thought from natural law (except the Catholic 
tradition) is not only factually incorrect, but another of its most significant failings.
As each of these philosophers make fundamental rights (or the restriction of the same) key 
to their studies, it is perhaps the most simple area with which to connect them, and in the 
process, offering a look into the development of natural law beyond the simplistic views 
offered by most scholars.

The Irish Misrepresentation
Article 6(1) of the Irish Constitution gives validity to the concept of natural law as based 
within the Christian nature of the State, however State (Ryan) v Lennon2 found that there 
was no basis for natural law within it. Kennedy C.J. dissented3 by saying “it seems clear 
that if any legislation of the Oireachtas (including any purported amendment of the 
Constitution) were to offend against that acknowledged ultimate source from which the 
legislative authority has come through the people to the Oireachtas, as, for instance, if it 
were repugnant to the Natural Law, such legislation would be necessarily unconstitutional 
and invalid, and it would be therefore absolutely null and void and inoperative”. This 
majority decision, was overall upheld until the later case of Ryan v Attorney General4 
where Kenny J. stated “that the personal rights which may be involved to invalidate 
legislation are not confined to those specified in Article 40 but include all those rights which 
result from the Christian and democratic nature of the State”. The allusion to the Christian 
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nature of the State, an indirect reference to natural law not only reaffirmed its importance 
within Irish constitutional law but also created the “unenumerated rights” under Article 
40.3.1. As a result, in trying to inject natural law into the Constitution, democratic in nature 
as affirmed by Kenny J, it ironically created a democratic deficit in that rights could now be 
inserted without a referendum, by the courts. It also provided a quasi-legislative function to 
the courts bypassing the distinction between the judiciary, legislative and executive, 
allowing for one of the largest critical attacks upon natural law within the Irish jurisdiction.
This view only expanded with time, becoming more concrete in application but not in 
reasoning, with McGee5 where Walsh J. believed “the individual has natural and human 
rights over which the State has no authority”6 and “the natural law as a theological concept 
is the law of God promulgated by reason and is the ultimate governor of all the laws of 
men”7. 
Walsh J.ʼs reasoning does give more of a basis to natural law within the Constitution as it 
allows for it as a clear declaration of the Thomastic nature of the same, but evidently has 
little confidence in explaining how he came to this conclusion; such a view merely because 
it was in keeping with the constitution when it will grant the judiciary powers that were 
before this, beyond their discretion, one would hope that such philosophical doctrines 
could be articulated on their own merits beyond but he seems to believe that this is 
sufficient. He does illustrate that “in a pluralist society such as ours, the Courts cannot as a 
matter of constitutional law be asked to choose between the differing views, where they 
exist, of experts on the interpretation by the different religious denominations of either the 
nature or extent of these natural rights as they are to be found in the natural law”8 but this 
only causes more confusion as by basing natural law within the constitution within the 
Thomastic tradition, Walsh damages this foundation by proving that one religious tradition 
cannot be favoured over others; thus, if we have a catholic tradition, but this cannot be 
used, how so is the mere assertion of the primary fact prove its need? If anything, it would 
highlight a possible need for constitutional reform to remove the catholic element entirely 
and destablilises the inclusion of any new rights discovered using this rationale.
Such a simplistic view of natural rights as expressed by the Courts and the State through 
the Constitution, only highlights further how justifying a theory based on an omnipresence 
is nothing short of suicide from a critical standpoint, as such reductionism cannot 
encompass fully the many varying ways in which rights are articulated, especially when 
those views held by Aquinas himself, were formed on the judgments of earlier 
philosophers.

The Classic Reduction
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As already mentioned, there were schools of philosophical thought before those 
expressed by St. Thomas of Aquinas, however these are often incorrectly interpreted as 
furthering a Christian basis for natural law. For example, Sophocolesʼ play Antigones, 
deals with the conflict between state law and moral imperatives concerning the burial of a 
relative and is written some time before Christ but one interpretation states 
“Yes, it was not Zeus that made the proclamation; nor did justice, which lives with those 
below, enact such laws as that, for mankind. I did not believe your proclamation had such 
power to enable one who will someday die to override Godʼs ordinances, unwritten and 
secure. They are not of today and yesterday; they live forever; none knows when first they 
were. These are the laws whose penalties I would not incur from the gods, through fear of 
any manʼs temper”9, suggesting the existence of a Catholic god before one was even in 
existence. Even with the potential existence of Judaism, it is still not possible to assume 
that such beliefs in a monotheist religion would be prevalent amongst the ancient Greeks 
is absurd. Similarly, to imply such a belief into the ancient Roman tradition, is equally as 
redundant but Harris chooses an equally insulting translation of Cicero apparently 
discussing “one ruler, that is, God, over us all, for He is the author of this law, its 
promulgator, and its enforcing judge”10. A correct interpretation of Sophoclesʼ work would 
thus be closer to 
“It was not  Zeus who published the decree, nor have the powers who rule amongst the 
dead imposed such laws as this upon mankind; Nor could I think that such a decree of 
yours - a man - could override the laws of Heaven unwritten and unchanging. Not of today 
or yesterday is their authority; they are eternal; no man saw their birth. Was I to stand 
before the godʼs tribunal for disobeying them, because I feared a man?”11.
This interpretation takes a truer account of the religious and multi-theist structure of their 
society whilst rejecting such assertions that they worship the Christian God. Similarly, it 
illustrates how natural law in its strictest sense is not derived from Catholic ideals put 
forward by theorist such as Aquinas only. The latter quote, in turn represents how 
Sophocles posits a world above which even the Greek gods are answerable to, a standard 
which is immutable even by the deities themselves, an idea central to Platoʼs, work.

Plato, through his “Five Dialogues”12 seeks to establish a set of rules that bind even the 
chaotic pantheon of gods that existed within his time, a task he does not accomplish 
entirely. Spending a large portion of his (or more correctly, Socratesʼ time as he chooses to 
speak through another) time seemingly tease and simultaneously scold his opponents in 
debates, he also allows himself to come under significant disrepute; Plato chastises others 

9 Supplied within Assignment Question
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12 Hackett Publishing, Plato “Five Dialogues” (2nd Edition, Indianapolis, 2002, translated by G.M.A Grube 
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as “you prophets”13 but is also criticized as “the divine sign keeps coming to you”14 as if he 
himself is a prophet. He chastises others as “each of them, because of his success at his 
craft, thought himself very wise in other most important pursuits”15 and “poets do not 
compose their poems with knowledge, but by some inborn talent and by inspiration”16, a 
rather tragic irony considering he points out that “I do not think I know what I do not 
know”17 and as such would have little scope, if any to comment on their processes which 
he himself is not au fait with.
His grapplings with the gods and natural justice is equally mixed in results, when he 
concerns himself with discovering “if the god-loved and the pious were the same...then if 
the pious was being loved because it was god-loved; and if the god-loved was god-loved 
because it was being loved by the gods, then the pious would also be pious because it 
was being loved by the gods”18. Thus, Plato establishes with such a discussion that there 
is a set of ideas above the gods, something that even they cannot alter, even with their 
often immoral behaviours. Citing the example given within “The Nines”19, a rudimentary 
assessment of Platoʼs theory on natural law and justice, would be that if we were to assign 
values between one and ten on the scale of existence, man would be a no more than a 
three or four whereas the gods would be a nine, with natural law being at the level above 
them. More so, to Plato everything within this plane of existence is merely a reflection of 
that in the higher world, deficient of that which is necessary to be a complete version of 
even concepts such as Good, Just, Pious and Beautiful20, however he falls short in 
forming an absolute theory as he himself admits that “we must then possess knowledge of 
the Equal before that time when we first saw the equal objects”21; as we cannot know the 
purer form as it is not of this world, it makes it logically impossible that we could progress 
to knowing how to improve the world and our understanding of such concepts of rights in 
its perfect image, something that he never resolves (even in The Republic22 where he 
uses he analogy of the cave in conversation with Glaucon which reiterates this principle). 
Plato believes that reasoned argument and philosophy would be the only way to search for 
the corresponding laws on earth to those of the heavens but without any possible 
guidelines on what is within this world of ideas and his apparent distain for prophets, we 
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cannot even rely on the supernatural to see if we are achieving this. Also, considering the 
fickle nature of the Greek pantheon, it is a rather uncertain argument that such a moral 
code could bind beings known for the worst of human atrocities and who rarely exhibit 
remorse.
In The Republic23, Plato goes on further to discuss what he believes to be the ideal state, 
one run by not only a king ( “I see, as every one must, that a tyranny is the wretchedest 
form of government, and the rule of a king the happiest”24) but by a philosopher ( “he is the 
only one who has wisdom as well as experience”25). This philosopher king would rule over 
a society of defined and rigid classes, each of whom would specialise in their respective 
jobs and through this, would also maintain order; the kingʼs main role would be with 
studying this world of ideas and maintain relations between the classes. Although the idea 
of a philosopher acting as the peopleʼs champion is a novel approach, the sheer 
practicality of a man without any discernible experience, merely the ability to theorise in 
the abstract does not seem at all reasonable; worse still, the large remit given to a king 
would not necessarily facilitate an organic development of critical thought as his ultimate 
theory of what is just could be imposed on all, a development analogous to the capability 
of a tyrant, damaging Platoʼs divide between the two (and echoing both Aquinas and 
Finnisʼ theory of validating potentially immoral positive law/legislation).

Catholic Dominance 
Despite philosophers such as Plato being used extensively as a basis for later works, 
within natural law, as already discussed, there is a prevailing attitude that the Christian 
scholars are most influential, without giving full credence to their precursors. St Thomas 
Aquinas26 was influenced heavily by Plato in how he argued the existence of a natural law, 
discoverable through debate and the natural evolution of society, however again, Aquinas 
does not seek to explain how he came to this rationale, simply positing Godʼs existence as 
proof in itself. Aquinas suggests that four streams of law exist and are interdependent 
upon one another; Eternal Law, Godʼs will which is unfathomable to men, known only to 
God himself; Divine Law, those teachings passed down to us through the scriptures and 
as a result, that part of Godʼs will man can comprehend; Natural Law which is discoverable 
through a form of practical reasoning; and Human Law, rules and regulations created for 
the common good of all.

Aquinas believed that validity for human law was only capable of being found within the 
discovery of natural law, something that can be rationally teased out and examined similar 
to Platoʼs own idea of discovery through philosophy and discussion and that they can 

23 Plato, n22  at http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/republic.html accessed on 24 of November 2009 
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rationalised from first principles (such as the belief that murder is against Godʼs will, it 
would be rational to then assert that murder would be a crime). However he takes it to a 
worrying end by asserting that a law can be justified so long as the ruler had gained power 
through due process and that civil disobedience should be discouraged, as such there is 
an extremely large remit given to the elite in executing laws as long as it is a natural 
progression of practical reasoning, giving moral status to immoral acts potentially allowing 
for acts such as apartheid to exist so long as it conforms to this principle and the populace 
are discouraged from protesting. Thus, the natural evolution of rights is nothing more than 
a false economy, as a reasoned argument could easily be presented for their restriction or 
absolute subjugation. 

Perhaps the greatest critique of Aquinas in fact comes from a man seeking to reconcile his 
teachings to more secular views, John Finnis. Finnis asserts that “the texts that are earliest 
(e.g., the Platonic or pseudo-Platonic Minos: Lewis 2006) and most foundational (e.g., 
Plato's Gorgias, Republic and Laws, and Aristotle's Politics) in the tradition of natural law 
theory remind their readers of the evident evils of anarchy”27 but the irony is evident in that 
despite Aquinasʼ assertion of rights, he allows for an indiscriminate restriction of the same, 
allowing for social order but not necessarily in the interest of the general public. Finnis 
even dedicates an entire paper28 to the how the person must be put first, but itʼs difficult to 
see how he can make these assertions when considering this position of Aquinasʼ.
In order for Finnis to reconcile Aquinas to the secular29, he attempts to set out the self-
evident nature of certain moral standards of behaviour. These are not innate but 
discovered through the same kind of reflection and assessments postulated by Plato and 
Aquinas, except that his conform to certain norms such as knowledge, marriage and 
sociality. Through these standards he hopes to illustrate that religion is not essential to 
such understanding and that reasoning alone is sufficient as an explanation for the 
existence of these same standards however, his idea that these are objective in any way is 
nothing short of ridiculous; he not only places religion as one of the central tenants of 
morality which not only proves that he is relying on religion for an explanation just like 
Aquinas, but that these should be considered as necessary in the creation of valid law. As 
a result, Finnis is already colouring objective standards with his own personal subjectivity, 
something that he like Aquinas, believes should be capable of being forced upon the 
general public even if it is not just in order that the entire legal system is not invalidated; 
with such an inclusion, he is essentially allowing for a greater element of unjustified laws to 
be included and thus alter the system into something far from just overall. Furthermore, 
Finnis refuses to deal with conflicts within natural law, again highlighting Aquinasʼ inability 
to adapt to societal change, as two of his seminal works concern the complete defence of 

27 J. Finnis, ʻNatural Law Theoriesʼ, 2007 at http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/natural-law-theories/ accessed 
25 November 2009

28 J. Finnis, ʻThe Priority of Personsʼ at http://fds.oup.com/www.oup.co.uk/pdf/0-19-826858-0.pdf accessed 
on 25 November 2009

29 Paraphrased from J. Finnis “Natural Law and Natural Rights”  (Oxford Press, Oxford 1980)
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the marriage as an institution (Finnis is unwilling to accept any sexual activity outside of 
the marital home, perhaps to partly validate his deep distain for anything other than 
heterosexual love)30 and a poorly veiled attack upon homosexuality (he reduces it to 
immoral and similar to prostitution31). It is also evident how strongly these precepts of 
morality conform to Catholic teachings, again highlighting how ill-conceived any pretense 
of secularism is on his part; the objective within Plato, Aquinas and Finnisʼ work thus 
becomes “the objective so long as it complies to our ideals”.

Economising the Law
With the boom of the free market, it was only a matter of time before such theories seeped 
into legal theory, none more so than Richard Posner and to a lesser extent, Lon Fuller. 

Lon Fuller, somewhat controversial for his time sought to explain natural law theories 
based upon economic transactions where “it is only under capitalism that the notion of the 
moral and legal duty can reach its full development”32. He sharply critiques the earlier 
predominant natural law theorists relying on objective moral standards for in a sense being 
too “high brow”, focusing too much on what man aspires to be rather than what he sees as 
true reasoning as “[n]o single concentration of intelligence, insight, and good will, however 
strategically located, can insure the success of the enterprise of subjecting human conduct 
to the governance of rules”33. Fullerʼs view of morality places itself on the opposite side of 
the spectrum, focusing on social interaction and how “every man is free to do that which 
he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other man”34. 
However it is this aspirational quality he so deeply rejects that he eventually uses to 
illustrate “bad law”, a previous state where grudge informers35 encouraged a mentality 
based on mutual vengeance under dictatorships (a form of government encouraged by 
Plato, Aquinas and Finnis); worse still, Fuller puts forward eight specific grounds in favour 

30 J. Finnis, “The Good of Marriage and the Morality of  Sexual Relations: Some Philosophical and Historical 
Observations (1997) 42 AJJ 97

31 J Finnis, “Law, Morality and ʻSexual Orientationʼ ” (1995) 9 NDJLEPP 11 at 19

32 B Macleod-Cullinane, “Lon L. Fuller and the Enterprise of Law” (1995) Libertarian Alliance Legal Notes No. 
22 citing L Fuller “The Morality of Law” (London, Yale University Press 1969) at 24

33 Ibid at 91

34 Ibid citing Herbert Spencer “The Principles of Ethics”  (Indianapolis, Liberty Press 1978) at 61-62

35 Macleod-Cullinane n32 at 245-253



of his method of procedural analysis36 which does nothing to admonish such a critical error 
in logic, especially when he goes even further by justifying retroactive legislation (one of 
the supposed antitheses to moral law) in “the attempt to restore respect for the law”37 and 
“such “grudge informers” can be viewed as having violated the minimum duties required 
for social living”38. Despite such a noble reasoning for implementing it, such an idea is 
contradictory and also similar to those ideas put forward by Aquinas and Finnis that laws 
can be enforceable regardless of morality simply to avoid invalidating the system as a 
whole - it has the exact opposite effect of restoring faith in a system that is capable of such 
an action.
Furthering his theory of economics as the basis for legal and political development, Fuller 
uses customary laws developed through economic transactions as “royal law, such as the 
Common Law in England.... and while supporters of the common law take pride in its 
rationality and progressiveness, the fact is that this state produced law as enforced by the 
kingʼs courts simply did not adapt and change as fast as the rapidly changing system 
required”39. Although it is an interesting observation, by the very nature of customary 
interactions between business people would favour such parties and as such develop to 
that end; also, if such concerns are dealt with through arbitration and such accepted 
norms, its difficult to see how these would be recorded in such a way as to lend 
themselves to being made into law, or even what position would remain for governmental 
law if all disputes were to be dealt with in this manner, rationally it would result in its 
impotence (and inadvertadly created another ground for bad legislation as an action 
cannot rationally be justified when it questions the lawʼs very authority to legislate). A more 
practical model for allowing economic principle transactions and non-judicial intervention is  
Ronald Coaseʼs self-titled theorem40, which argues that there is a place for the law to 
become involved in disputes but costs involved in the transaction must be considered41 
and if a conflict can be resolved with a minimal level or none of these associated costs 
(such as lawyers fees, etc) being incurred then it is the optimal way to resolve the same. 
Thus, there is a clear criteria that does not exist within Fullerʼs economic assessment of 
customary laws and still gives effectiveness to both the laws in place and those that will 

36 Ibid at 43 - King Rex could not create law because: “[of] a failure to achieve rules at all, so that every issue 
must be decided on an ad hoc basis... a failure to publicise, or at least make available to the affected party, 
the rules he is expected to observe; the abuse of retroactive legislation, which cannot itself guide action, but 
undercuts the integrity of rules perspective effect, since it puts them under the threat of retroactive change; a 
failure to make rules understandable; the enactment of contradictory rules or rules that require conduct 
beyond the powers of the affected party; introducing such frequent changes in the rules that the subject 
cannot orient his action by them; and finally, a failure to achieve congruence between the rules as 
announced and their actual administration”

37 Ibid at 4

38 Ibid

39 Ibid citing Benson, “The Spontaneous Evolution of Commercial Law” at 650

40 R. Coase, “The Problem of Social Cost” Oct (1960) JLE at http://www.sfu.ca/~allen/CoaseJLE1960.pdf 
accessed 28 Nov 2009

41 Ibid specifically at V 7-10
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result from it (though he does comment that the law must be mindful of the economic 
repercussions it can have on parties in disputes42).

Law and economics deals with a vastly differing number of theories, perhaps a more 
extreme example being Richard Posner, who concerns himself overall with the idea of 
efficiency and other basic tenants of economics in order to explain how the market itself 
(rather than customs arising from that system) can drive legal development. 
To Posner, the Kaldor-Hicks and Pareto models of efficiency are most apt for development 
where “resources are allocated efficiently in a system of wealth maximization when there is 
no reallocation that would increase the wealth of society”43, essentially refuting any ideals 
of redistributive taxes or transfer payments44 of any kind which in itself is justified through 
the rationale that money spent on education will benefit all or by simply offering it to lower 
income earners, there will be a larger availability of skilled workers for high-income earners 
and thus benefit them in the long term but Posner deals exclusively in the idea of a 
completely free market based upon the original laissez-fair principles45. Keynes explains 
that such principles arose as “material progress... came from individual initiative, and owed 
almost nothing to the directive influence of organised society as a whole”46 and justified 
using evolutionary principles as “the Darwinians could go one better than that - free 
competition had built Man”47; economists as Keynes postulates, were simply quoted as 
reiterating the idea that by seeking individual goals, the greater good for all would be 
achieved4849, something that was in no way true50. Thus it is extremely worrying when one 
considers the extremely adherent views of Posner to what is essentially a poor rule of 
practice, especially when discussing “The Economics of the Baby Shortage”51 and “Sex 
and Reason”52 where he elevates the idea of government non-intervention to the same 
level as Aquinasʼ (and Finnisʼ poorly veiled) place for religion, Platoʼs world of ideas and 

42 Ibid at 11

43 R. Posner “The Ethical and Political Basis of the Efficiency Norm in Common Law Adjudication” (1980) 8 
Hofstra LR at 487-507

44 D.L. OʼGrady “Leaving Cert. Economics: Revised and Updated”  (Ireland, Folens 2002) at 233 - “transfer 
payments are payments made to individuals, for which no factor of production is supplied in return” (e.g. 
social welfare payments)

45 Ibid at 281 “the state should not involve itself in economic matters unless absolutely necessary”

46 J.M. Keynes “The End of Laissez-Faire/The Economic Consequences of the Peace” (New York, 
Prometheus 2004) at 19

47 Ibid at 20

48 Ibid at 18

49 Ibid at 27-28 Cairnes - “the maxim of laissez-faire... has no scientific basis whatever, but is at best a mere 
handy rule of practice”

50 Ibid at 22

51 E.M Landes and R. Posner “The Economics of the Baby Shortage” 7 2 (1978) JLS at 323

52 R. Posner “Sex and Reason”  (Harvard, Harvard, 1998)



Fullerʼs belief in customary law. Although this would not seem in any way new as each 
have created their own subjective structure by which to rationalise their version of 
objective standards, even neo-marxists such as Gramsci have criticised (both the free 
market and socialismʼs) obsessions with materialism of this kind because such a pro-
materialist theory “that one can present and explain every political and ideological 
fluctuation as a direct expression of the structure must be combated on the theoretical 
level as a primitive infantilism”53, especially when applying it to a childʼs welfare as in the 
first text. In “Baby Shortage” Posner posits “because public policy is opposed to 
the sale of babies”54, we should combat such a black markets existence by opening up the 
entire industry to the market, allowing children to demand their market price. He asserts 
there are too many black and disabled children and despite the number of illegitimate 
births remaining high or at least constant, the number being kept by parents is driving the 
demand for children up55; this is somewhat rational in basis but he further asserts in the 
same section that by allowing a higher price, abortion and even the use of contraceptives 
will decrease and the availability will thus increase, a wild assertion considering he is 
ignoring the costs involved in carrying and caring for the child until delivery and the 
emotion and social cost/stigma of effectively selling the child upon birth, or if that if the 
child is in one of the categories supposedly flooding the market, the price demanded may 
not be sufficient to warrant adoption over another course. Removing the restrictions upon 
adoption agencies56 he believes will itself balance the market as agencies will no long be 
restricted in who they can allow to adopt, with children priced based on quality where 
everyone will get their desired child but this itself is a distortion as that itself would require 
unlimited funds to acquire the desired adoptive child, similar to before deregulation where 
the costs associated with adoption were restrictive; a further claim that by opening the 
baby market, the earlier issue of too many black children available would potentially be 
solved57 is highly erroneous, as it would be only reasonable to deduce that if too many 
come onto the market on a constant basis compared to caucasian children, they will 
continue to maintain a low price unless the supply of the latter increases comparatively. 
Furthermore, it would put children in direct danger of the abuse they are often removed 
from once those same restrictions on those able to adopt, but Posner mentions a 
comparative in property rights58 which do not lead to abuse of a property, a ridiculous 
reduction as children will never yield a profit once bought unless they are to be then able 
to be freely traded constantly as with property and if there were no abuse or neglect of 
property, there would also be no requirement for laws such as adverse possession. As a 

53 Gramsci in J. Buttigieg (ed)  “Prison Notebooks, Vol. III” (New York, Columbia University Press 2007) at 
157, 173

54 Poser (n)51 at 324

55 Ibid at 324-325

56 Ibid at 326-327

57 Ibid at 344

58 Ibid



result, despite the complementary nature of both economics and law, the reductions 
necessary for economic projections are in themselves so narrow that by applying these so 
strictly to legal principles, the overall subtlety and requirement of political thought goes 
largely ignored.

The Art of the Subjective
Perhaps one of the greatest criticisms of trying to deduce objective standards comes from 
the post-modern school of thought, amongst them the existentialists and Jean-Paul Sartre. 
Sartre, outright attacks universalism for being too chaotic and not having a firm basis in 
what is essentially always based on philosopherʼs personal, subjective opinions; there is 
no existentialist God or set moral standards by which a man can live by as “first of all, man 
exists, turns up, appears on the scene, and, only afterwards, defines himself”59 whereas 
with natural law “the wild-man, the natural man, as well as the bourgeois, are 
circumscribed by the same definition and have the same basic qualities. Thus, here too 
the essence o man precedes the historical existence we find in nature”60. However, Sartre 
goes to some lengths to explain that despite having no such God to rely upon, there are 
objective standards that the existentialist puts upon themselves, meaning that he too 
suffers from that which he critcised in earlier natural law theories, although the fact that he 
admits to his own inherent subjectivity does perhaps mitigate this issue somewhat; 
essentially, because an individualʼs existence and morals depend upon their actions, they 
realise they are responsible for everyone elseʼs actions in how they themselves act61 as “I 
am responsible for myself and for everyone else.... creating a certain image of man of my 
own choosing”62. This for Sartre creates a sense of anguish as we as individuals cannot 
escape this sense of responsibility for effectivity morally legislating for every man, which 
can be ignored but by lying to ourselves and saying that we are not so inclined “the act of 
lying implies that a universal value is conferred upon the lie.”63 Such a thought pattern also 
suffers due to Godʼs non-existence because “if God doesnʼt exist, everything would be 
possible”64; a central tenant of existential as a whole because as a result “man is 
responsible for his passion”65 and more so, “everything he does”66. Thus, from an 
existentialistʼs perspective, it could be said that natural law is trying to forcibly morally 
legislate for all and ignores personal responsibility and experiences - when a sign is given, 

59 J.P. Sartre, “Existentialism and Human Emotions” (New York, Citadel Press 1987) at 15

60 Ibid

61 Ibid at 16

62 Ibid at 18

63 Ibid at 19

64 Ibid at 22

65 Ibid at 23

66 Ibid



“who can help seeing that he alone decided what the sign meant”67. With this, the 
objective status given to the universal and objective standards of the earlier philosophers 
discussed, are being given that status by them personally, they are making any reductions 
in order to forward their personal beliefs.
Granted, the strength Sartre gives subjectivity means that those universals evident within 
society could be viewed as mere remnants of these earlier philosophies masking our own 
personal responsibility for our moral universe but a more rational conclusion is that such 
factors as the labels we attach to ourselves and others, and strains put upon us by society 
(perhaps economic strains more so) and the need to conform, mean that we will to some 
extent adopt these as norms with personal qualifications rather than each personal having 
radically different moral or ethical viewpoints; that there is a human need to attach values 
in order to explain where we cannot otherwise do so (though this could again be justified in 
how we would be ignoring our personal responsibility in existential sense).

Conclusion
Natural law is unfairly reduced in scope down to nothing more than the Catholic tradition 
rather the largely differing schools of thought which each offer new insight into what is 
universalism, despite the inherent irony in subjective individuals creating these objective 
moral principles. Sadly, it is the reductions made by each that fail to take into account just 
what it can become by looking at it through a narrowed spectrum and the next logical 
conclusion may not be come up with a new foundation for morality but a large scale 
reconciliation between universalism and subjectivity, materialism and socialism, the 
political machine and the individual and everything in between.
 

67 Ibid at 29
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